
The London M-learning 
Group brings together an 
international, interdisci-

plinary group of researchers from 
the fields of cultural studies, so-
ciology, semiotics, pedagogy and 
educational technology from the 
Institute of Education, London, the 
University of Kassel, the London 
Metropolitan University and the 
University of Verona.

The group is working on a theo-
retical and conceptual framework 
for mobile learning around the 
notion of a cultural ecology. The 
analytical engagement with mo-
bile learning of the group takes 
the shape of a conceptual model 
in which educational uses of 
mobile technologies are viewed 
in ecological terms as part of a 
cultural and pedagogical context 
in transformation.

The members collaborate on vari-
ous projects and publications with 
each other, and organise joint 
events.
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